It is a truism among economists that only if the full costs and benefits of economic activity are taken into account by the entrepreneur, will resources be allocated in a Pareto Optimal manner. Under present economic conditions, however, some manufacturers are able to impose costs, particularly pollution or disposal costs, onto third parties. As a result, the actual social costs of such activities are greater than the recorded private costs. At present, the benefits of these goods need be equal to or greater than only the lower private costs, not the higher social costs, if the enterprise is to be able to at least break evcn and thus continue in operation. This being the case, it follows that the value of at least some of these presently produced goods and services will fall below the total or social costs, and should not be produced at all, if wealth is to be maximized.
So far, this argument is straightforward, and unobjectionable. Indeed, it constitutes no more than the logical implications of the basic axioms of microeconomic price theory, as applied to environmental issues. This, unfortunately, does not apply to the next step typically made in this line of reasoning, which consists of the claim that our economy, at present, is organized along free enterprise lines, and that these negative externality --induced misallocations stem from that system.
The point of departure taken in this paper, in contrast, is the hypothesis that this "economic failure" is indeed a concomitant of our present system, but that it is due to government failure, not market failure1. On this thesis, a clear definition of property rights, and the defense thereof, is a ncccssary underpinning of the market system.
We shall attempt to show that while the government has claimed a monopoly right to engage in just such activities, it has fallen short of this goal. Further, each of these cases of failure, it will be claimed, is the cause of a resource misallocating externality; if h e externality is to be internalized, it will not be accomplished by yet further incursions of government into economic planning, but rather by confining government to its traditional roles of defining and defending private property rights.
This analysis also has profound implications for the environment. It is because of government failure to protect private property owners against the depredations of trespassers that our air, water, forest and wild animal resources are presently endangered. If the ecological system is to be better protected. the market will have to be called upon to play a more significant role. But it can only do so if market prices reflect the rue costs of producing goods; that is, if the market can generate prices which take into account all costs, specifically including disposal or pollution costs. Only in that way will social costs tend to equal private costs. ~ lIt has been correctly argued that there is both market and government failure, and that therefore the existence of the former docs not justify state ameliorative action. In this paper we adopt a strongcr thesis. namely, that no market failure has been shown to exist in the environmental field, and that all alleged cases are really instances of the governmental failure to clearly define, or aggressively protect, private property rights. This is not to say hat free enterprise is "perfect." Nothing composed of fallible human beings can attain that honorific, at least on his side of the Garden of Eden. It is, however. to deny that any systematic, pervasive or serious "flaw" in this system has so far been uncovered.
E!ax
Lct us considcr several cases in order to illusrate our thesis. We s h~l l conclude with a discusston of h e US: This did promote economic growth. at least insofar as it d m not lake i n 0 account harm to third parties. For, armed with victories in these lawsutts. manufactures no longer hnd economic incentives to engage in smoke pollution abatement They need not install smoke prevention devices, nor attempt to subsutute clcaner burning high grade anthracite coal for the high sulfur content altemativc. There was little reason to engage in research and development into techniques which economized on pollution intensive methods of production. Was this done in any one case. perhaps out of sympathy for ecological concerns, or out of a desire not to desuoy the propeny rights of others, bankruptcy would have been the inevitable resulr Such a firm would have taken on additional costs, which did not apply to its competitors.
As a result of these judicial decisions. the entire ecommic s t r u c m was thus "led by an invisible hand" to engage in pollofion intensive techniques. Consumers had little or no incentive to avoid the g d s and services produced under these conditions, as their true social cosu were not reflected in the prices they faced. But it is by now cryslal clear that the reason for this resource allocation was completely unrelated to any breakdown in the market. It was due to governmental failure to provide the regime of propcny rights wilhout which no marketplace system can funclion. 
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No one would claim that the market failed if government allowed people to dump mw gxbage on each other's front lawns. The identical analysts applies when the courts determine that it is not illegal to deploy incinerated garbage in such a fashion3.
PLASTJCS
Recently. a Macdonalds restaurant was dbwed to be opened in Moscow. This. of course. is an occasion for great rejoicing. It signals that the Soviet Union is entering the path toward economic freedom. and this cannot help but better the lot of the average denizen of that counuy.
Paradoxically, at the same time that Ronald Maulonald was appearing in the U.S.S.R. for the fmt time. his attempt to slan up more outlets in the U.S.A. --"land of the free" --ran inlo great difficulues. Several American communities have refused business licenses to this firm, largely on the ground that a welter of plastic cups, plates, knives forks and spoons follows in ics wake, and that these objeccs are environmentally unfriendly, in that they do not easily biodegrade. This is another instance where market failure is commonly charged. The manufacturers of plastic implements are forced to rake most costs into account the salaries of their employees, rent for the real estate they occupy, payments for raw materials used in the production process. interest on loans, ctc. But there is one cost from which they escape completely; it spills over onm third W e s . or onto society as a whole. And that is the cost of disposing of rhe chemically inert plastic after the consumer is finished with ir This is a negative externd diseconomy.
But as in the above analysis. further reflection pains a very different picture. This emerges when we ask Why is it that the manufacum is able to impose these cosu onto others? Why is ir that the market is unable to lead to prices which reflect the full costs of the item. The answer, as before, is because of other government interferences wtth the market place; again, it is not due to any inlnnsic flaw in this syskm.
Let us reflect upon the experience of the shopper who has just had her groceries rung up at the supermarket check out counter. and is asked whether she wishes them placed in paper or plastic bags. Right now. the only incentive she has to demand the papef' bag is philosophical: borh cost the roughly the same amount of money, and the only reason she might choose the paper is out of environmental convictions. or h e desuc to be a good cttizen. There is nothing wrong with benevolence. Indeed, an enure sector of our economy (charitable contnbudons) is based upon i t However, as Adam Smith potnted out. benevolence 1s a relauvely weak foundation for human action. ('It is not from benevolence that the butcher. the bakw, the candlestick maker provide us with their products...."). If we are to competently address chis problem as a society, then it is imponant that self intercst be added io benevolence as a motivation for eschewing the more environmentally harmful plasuc products.
In a well functioning market. the additional disposal cnscs of plasuc would be taken into account by the shopper.
The reason that this result does not obtain at present is because government has nattonalized a related indusuy, namely that of solid waste management. and garbage carting.
Let us consider, then. the convary lo fact conditional situation where there IS a thriving private market for these activities. Given our present assumptions about the relative harm of papcr and plasttc, the private owner of a dumo
